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EXPERIMENTAL SEARCH FOR ,.; 
CP- VIOLATING DECAY KS-+ ;r+n- nO ..... 

Bryan R. Webber, Frank T. Solmitz, 

UCRL-19396 

FrankS. Crawford, Jr.,. and Margaret Alston-Garnjost 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94 720 

September 10, 1969 

Abstract 

We have studied the time distribution of the neutral K decays 

in 53 hydrogen bubble chamber events of the type K- p-+ K 0n, neu-

+ - 0 . 
tral K-+ 'IT 'IT 'IT • In 20 of these events the neutral K decay occurs 

less than four KS mean lives after production. We find no evidence 

for a CP-violating amplitude. We point out that a combination of 

experiments .of our type, using an initial ~ state, with expe riment_s 

using an initial K
0 

will provide much more information than either 

type of experiment alone. This is demonstrated when we combine 

our results with those of. an earlier experiment based on 18 K
0 

events . 
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Introduction 

We. :have made an· experimental test of CP conservation in the 

process neutral K-+ Tr + 1T -1TO, by analyzing the time distribution of. 
. . ' . 

+ -·0 
53 1T 1T 1T. decays of neutral K mesons produced in the reaction 

~ 
K p-+ K n. In this, section we introduce the phenomenological pa-

rameters of the time distribution, and stafe the predictions of var-

ious selection rules regarding .their values. 

We assume that the neutral K meson does not de.cay into pre-

dominantly nonsymmetric three-pion final states; that is, we assume. 

the I= 0, nonsynunetric I= 1, and I = ·2 .final states ?-re not strongly 
. . 

favored. Then the total rate of decay into three pions is dominated·· 

by the contributions of the symmetric I = 1 and I = 3 final states, and, 

considering only these contributions, we may define decay amplitudes · 

+ - 0 + - 0 a(KS-+ 1T Tr Tr ) and a(KL- Tr 1T 1T ), ·averaged over the final-state 

phase space, in such a way that the three-pion decay rate at proper 

time t of an in~tial R0 
state is 1 

.·· 1 +-of.2 2 · 
r(t;x, y) = z r(KL ~ Tr Tr 1T ~ L(x + y ) exp(- }..St) + exp(- }..L t) 

where 

- 2(x cos lit+ y sin lit) exp [- f ( 's + kL)t)}, 

+ :.. 0 
a(~s - 'IT 'IT 'IT ) 

( . + - 0 
•a KL-+ 'IT 'IT Tr ) 

= X + iy, 

( 1) 

\s 1 and }..~ 1 
are the Ks and KL lifetimes, and o is the mass differ-

2 
ence m(K8 ) -m (KL)' in units such that 11 = c = 1. 
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3 ·.. . 
Then CPT invariance and no I = 3 final state. i~ply x = 0, · wh1le 

· CP conservation implies both x = 0 and y = 0. 

. . ' 

Scanning and Selection of Candidates 
....•...••. · . . -0·.... • 

We. obtained K mesons by exposing the 25-inch Lawrence Radi-

ation Lal)oratoryhydrogen bubble chamber to a K- beam with momenta 
. . . . . 

in the range 310-430 MeV/c. In a tot,al of 1.3 million pictures, we 

-0 found abbut 18 000 reactions of the type K-:- p -+ K n followed by a vis-

ible decay of the neutral K meson. 
+ .· 

Most of these were .-IT .11'-. decays, 

·+ ·-· 0 but we have fqund 53 events in which there is a ,. . ,. 71' decay. 

Ourmethod for finding three-pion d~c¥lys was basicaJly similar 

to that us~d for the leptoni~ neutral K decays ·in the same bubble cham.;. 

ber expo~ure. 4" The pictures were scam1ed for V' ~; if both a V and a 

0-prong were found, they were measured and four-constraint (4C) fits 
' ' . ' . 

-0 . . . . . . . . . . 
to K and A production and two- body decay were att~z:npted. Ifno sat-

isfactory fits were obtained., fits to all three- body K0 decay hypotheses . . . . 
. ~ ~. .. . .. 

were attern.pted. ·Events with a satisfactory 1C three-bbdy ci'~cay fit. 

were remeasured1 and tihose\w:ith a confidence level for the three-pion 

fit greater than 0.02, and more than iOO.tl.mes greater than that fqf 

any other decay fit, were called three-pion dec~y candidates. We ie-
. . . 

jected from our s~mple of candidates all those in pictures contain~Jlg ~ .. 
. .. .. 

extra··O-prongs not clearly associated with other events. In this way 

we obtained those decays which are associated with a unique produc-:

tion vertex, but fit only the 1C hypothesis of K 0 production and three

. pion decay. 

" 

... 
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. In order to ensure that our s.canning and measuring effic~encies 

are i:ndependent of the decay time of the neutral K, we have applied 

three geometrical cuts to the three-pion decay can~idates. First, the 

V must. lie inside a fiducial volume that is everywhere at least 5 em 

from the lim~ts of the v~sible region of the bubble chamber. ~econd, 

the projected distance between the 0-prong and the V must be great 

enough for the ·event not to be mistakenly called a 2-prong. On the 

basis of ~- study of the. observed distribution of 5. 000 KS .- 1r +'IT- de-. 

cays, which are subject to the same scanning bias, we excluded a re- . 

gion that forms a rectangle 6 mm long and 3.5 mm wide around the 

0-prpng, when projected on the x-y plane of the bubble chamber coor- .·· 

dinate system. This plane represents a rough average of the three 

camera views in the 25-in. chamber. Finally, we rejeCted events iri 

which either decay track had a dip angle greater thai). 60 deg or less 

than -60 deg. 

Elimination of. Background 

Before examining the r~maining three-pion candidates, we made 

a ·cut to remove a substantial background of electron pairs, due to 

o · · n 0 0 
Dalitz decays of 'IT 1 s from A- n'Tl"" and KS-+ 1! 'IT . decays. In this cut 

we interpreted the V tracks as electrons, and rejected the event if the 
·. . 5 

pair mass was less than 50 MeV/c. After this cut, and those de:-

scribed in the previous section, we were left with 61 events, whichwere 

carefully in~pected on a scanning table. 

The three-pion mode is kinematically quite distin.ct from the other 

decay modes of the neutral K, so the background due to these other mode.s 
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was already negligible at this stage of the analysis; J>oo r1 y measured A 

decays show some tendency to fit the three-pion neutral K decay hypo-

thesis, and this background was eliminated by inspection of the ioniza-

tion of the positive _decay track, which, for all visible A decay modes, is 

that of a ·:proton. A more troublesome contamination consisted of "events'i 

in which th~ V was n~t in f~ct the decay of a neut~al particle, but rather 

·the scattering or decay of an incoming charged pion or muon, which just 

happened to occur in the same picture as a 0-prong. If the direction of 

motion of the particles forming the v could not be .determined by study of 

ionization, 9 rays, and. energy loss, we calc11lated th·e rn:ls sing mass. at 

the vertex with the appropriate track reversed, and rejected the event if 
. . 

th,e missing mass squared lay within 4 standard <leviations of a possible 
. . 2 . . • 2 

value (0 for pion decay, 0 to ( 105 MeV) for muon decay, and (93~ MeV) 

for pion-proton elastic scattering]. In the case of a possible pion-proton 

scattering, we also required the recoiling proton to be invisible (missing 

momentum within 4 standard deviations of the range 0-80 MeV /c) before 

rejecting the event~ 

Of the 61 candidates that were inspect.ed, 5 were rejected ~s A · 

decays and 3 as possible decays or scattering of incoming charged 
I . . 

particles. Thus 53 events rernained after our inspection.· 

We used the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory program PHONY6to 

generate simulated events in which the· three-pion decays were distri-

buted according to the spectrum and time distribution for KL decay. 

We found that about 45% of these simulated events failed to satisfy selec-
' ' 

tion criteria similar to those described above, but the remaining 55% 

showed no biases in their decay-tin1e distribution. We also gen-

erated samples of simulated leptonic, two-pion, and radiative 

v. 
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two-pion. neutral K decays and verified that no events of these types· 

were able to satisfy our selection criteria . 

A potential sou·rce of background that 'would be very difficult to 

eliminate involves the coincidence.of ;a threP--body wall V with an un-
! 

associated 0-prong in the same picture. Such a combination might 

giye a spurious fit to the three...:pion decay hypothesis.· To examine 

this possibility, we searched a sample of 1.6X 10
5 

pictures qnd found 

29 wall V' s inside our decay fiducial volume. For each wall V, we 

simulated an unassociated 0-prong by measuring a beam txatk asso

ciated with a real event in the same picture. None of the 0-prong plus 

V combinations satisfied our selection criteria for three~ pion decays, 

Sinc'e only ~o/o of our pictures contain unassociated 0:-prongs, this 

source of background is therefore negligible in our experimenL 
7 

. We concluded that the 53 events that satisfied our selection cri-. 

teria were three-pi~n neutral K decays, with a background contamina-

tion of less than on.e event. 

Maximum-Likelihood Analysis 

We h~v~ used the maximum-likelihood method.to estimate the 

paramete:rs x and yin Eq. ( 1}. For each of our 53 events,. we calcu

late three quantities: ti, the proper time after production at which the 

neutral K decayed, t~in, the time at ~hich it left ti;te excluded region 

around the 0-prong, and ti , the time at which its extended line 'of max · 

flight would have left the decay fiducial volume. Then,,. since we ex

pect our detection efficiency to be constant in the iritervalfrom ti .· 
m1n 

to ti , the likelihood function is 
max 

. ·, 
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i . Dt ; X, y) (2) 
'ti .. 

S 
max 

·.. i . r(t;x, y)dt 

t . m1n 

where' the distribution :function r(t;. X; y) is given in Eq. ( 1). 

Contours of equal likelihood in the x-y plane are shown in Fig. 1. 

The likelihood maximum occurs at the point 

x=O.s,· y =0.8, (3) 

·.· .. · '.· . -0 5 
and, since tb,e .-contour at e · relative l.ikelihood (one ·standard devi-

. ' 

I· 
! 

ation)encloses the point x= y = 0, wemay say that this result is.in good 

agreement with CP conservation. If we as~mme CPT inya riance ·and no 

I = 3 final state, then x is ·conr:;trained to be zero and we find 

y = 0.45 ± 0.45. ( 4) 

The decay-time distribution of our 53 events is show:n in Fig. 2. 

In this figure we also ~how the predicted distributions for x = y = 0 

(solid curve) andfor our most likely values, :X= 0.5, y = 0.8 (broken 

curve), both curves being nc,rmalized to a total of 53 events. These 

predict~ons were calculated in the following way. For given values of 

x and. y, the predicted time distribution is clearly 

n(t;x. y) ~I € 311" r(t;x. y)tji(t). 

all ~s 

(5) 

where € 3rr is the probability that a rr+ rr -rrO decay in the interval from 

i ' i 
t . tot will survive our cuts, f'(t; x, y) is given by Eq. ( 1), and 
m1n .max 

i . i 
,.(t) = 1 if t . <t<t · 1 . m1n max 

= 0 otherwise. (6) 

v 
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We cannot evaluate the .sum in Eq. (5) directly, because we do not in 

-0 . . 
fact observe all K .'s, but only those that have a visible decay. How-

ever, we can replace the sum ov~r all R01 s by a weighted sum over. 

+ -observed rr rr decays, where the weight for each event is the inverse 

of the probability that a R0 
produced with that momentum and direc

tion wo~ld give an observed rr + rr- decay. This probability is 

where E Zrr is the probability that a rr + rr- decay in the interval fro:m 

will be observed. Thus 

n(t; X, y) = € 3Tr r(t; X, y) l 
rr+TT -

- 1 '11-(t)p. . 
1 1 

Equatio11 (8) may also be written in the form 

n(t;x,y) = NE 3rr r(t;x,y) E(t), 

where N is the total number of K0 ' s, 

-1 p. 
1 

( 7) 

(8) 

( 9) 

(10) 

and E(t) is the geometrical efficiency function, determined from the 

distribution of rr + rr- decays, 

E(t) = 

l 
+ -,. ,. 

-1 p. 
1 

( 11} 

.. 
'.:~ 
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This function is shown in Fig. 3. Multiplying this function by r(t; X, y), 

with the appropriate choices of x and y, and adjusting the normaiiza-

tion to give a total of 53 events, we obtain the curves in Fig. 2. Since 

neither curve shows any serious systematic disagreelnent with the data, 

we may ·say that the parameterization of the distribution in terms of x 

and y, according to Eq. (1), seems to be appropriate, and the results 
. . . 

of our likelihood analysis are in qualitative agreement with the data. 

It was important to check the normalization of the distribution of 

three-pion decays, in addition to its form, in order to search for un-

explained losses of events, which might produce time-dependent biases. 

We made this check by using some of our events to. measure the abso

lute rate of the decay· KL ~ 1r +1T -1TO. By integrating Eq. (8), we see 

that the predicted total number of events is 

00 tl 

n = S n(t; x, y)dt = E "') 

0 .. 31T'TT~1T-
_ 1 s max 

p. 
1 . 

tl . 
min 

Thus 

where 

n -

+ - 0 
E 3 11" r(KL - 11". 1r 1r ) 

. + -
E21T r(K5 -1r 1r 

Q (x, y) 

- 2(x coso t + y sip o t) X 

Q {x, y), 

r(t; x, y) dt. ( 12) 

( 13) 

exp{- A.5t) dt (14) 

= 2.53x 10
5 

[ 1-0.122 x + 0.144y + 0.057(x2 + y 2)], ( 15) 

v 

; 
. ' i 
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by explicit evaluation. In rriak1ng this evaluation, one must apply the 

·. . +- . . +- o· 
same geometrical cuts to the TT TT events as were used for the TT rr TT 

events. We also had to apply some ldnematical cuts to eliminate back

grqund from the TT + rr- sample. From Monte Carlo simulation, we found 

that these cuts gave E 2TT = 0.75. This value is due mainly to the cutat 

60 deg on the· dip angles of the decay tracks, which alone led to the re- · 

. . . . + -
jection of 22% -of the TT rr decays. 

In order to calculate E: 3 TT by Monte Carlo "simulation, we had to 

rriodify some of.the selection criteria describedip. the previous section. 

For ·~xample, according to those criteria, we rejected an event in which . . . / . 

. . . I 

the V fitted the decay of an incoming charged pion only when visual exam-

ination showed the V tracks to be consistent with this hypothesis. Since 

we cou.ld not sim1,1late such an examination, in calculating E 
3

TT we simply 

rejected all events with V fits to.the scattering or decay of incoming 

charged pions or muons. Because of this and similar changes in our cri-

teria, we were left with 43 events for the measurement of the absolute 

· rate .of KL- rr + TT- ,.o, and the detection efficiency was found to be E
3

,. = 0 .46. "' 

Equations (13) and (15) thereforegive8 

. +.::. 0 .• "6 . . 2 2 -1 ·-1 
r(KL-,. _,.,.) =2.20X10 [1~0.122x+0.144y+0.057(x +y )] sec . (16) 

+ - 0 Our result for the KL - ,. ,. TT absolute rate depends on the values of x 

and y, because the fraction of our 43 events that is due to KL decay, 

rather than ·K8 decay, depends on the values of x and y. For x = y = 0, 

we have 

+- 0. . 6 -1 
r(KL -rr. TT TT) = (2.20±0.35)X10 sec ' ( 17) 

and for our most likely values, x = 0.5 anq y = 0.8, 
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+ - 0 . 6 -1 r(KL_,. ,. ,. ,. ) = ( 1.98 ± 0.32) X 10 sec (18) 

Both these values are in good agreement with the current world.aver-

9 + - 0 . . 6 . -1 
age, r(KL-+,. ,. ,. ) = (2. 36 ± 0.10) X 10 sec . We therefore find no 

evidenc.e of unexplained losses of events in our e.xperiment. · 

Conclusions 

We conclude that the values we obtain for X and y are in good . 

agre·ement with the CP-conserving values x = 0 and y = 0, However, 

the error for our value of x is very large, as s~own by the likelihood 

plot in Fig. 1. The rather weak assumptions of CPT invariance and no 

I = 3 final state constrain X to be zero, and, making these assumptions, 

w~ obtain the result (4) for y, which corresponds to the limit .(at the 

two· standard deviation level) 

+-0; . +-0 r ( K 8 - ,. ,. ,. ) r (K L ... ,. ,. ,. > < 2 . o , ( 19) 

that is, 

(~0) 

These results are in good agreement with those of earlier exper

iments, 
10

• 11 in which an initial K0 ~tate, rather than a R. 0 state, 

was used. 
. -0 

Because we have a .K initial state, we are most sensitive· 

to the combination of pa,rameters 

;-;{) +-0/ +'"'0 1 2 2 r(K ~,.,.,. > r(KL .... ,. ,. ,..) =z[(1-x) +y], (21) 

Wher.e r· .. '(K0 + - 0 ) · th · ·t· 1 d t . . _,. ,. ,. ,. 1s e .1n1 1a ecay ra e. For this ratio we· 

obtain the result (at the one standard deviation level) 

-o + - o I + - o 0 . 2 < r( K -+ ,. ,. ,. ) r ( K L _,. ,. ,. ,. ) < 1. 0 . (22) 

. ~\ 

•I 

I 
I 
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The experiments with an initial K 0 , on the otherhand, are mo$t sen-

sitive to 

o + - o I . + - o 1 [ . · 2 2] r(K - 1T 1T 1T ) . r(KL- 1T 1T 1T ) = z ( 1 + x) + y . (23) 

Combining (-2~1) and (23), .we see that 

.1 [ o · + - · o . - o + - o J I + - o x = 2 · r ( K - 1T 1T 1T ) - r ( K - .1T 1T 1T · ) · r ( K L - 1T 1T 1T > . (24) 

Thus a combination of experiments with initial ~:>tates K
0 

and K:0 
pro

vides a t~stfor CPT violation or I = 3 final states, through a measure-

merit of x, that is much more precise· than would be possible in either 

type of experiment alone. 

Although Eq. (24) provides a simple way of measuring ·x, the 

greatest amount of information on both x and y will be obtained by 

multiplying together the likelihood functions for K
0 

and R0 
exper

iments .. We have used this method to combine our results with those 

. ·• . 10 
of Anderson et al. Figure 4 shows the likelihood contour plot for 

0 
that expe rime~t, in which 18 events of the type 1T- p - 1\.K , neutral 

.·. + - 0 
K- 1T 1T 1T , were observed. Figure 5 shows the product of the likeli-

hood functions in Figs. 1 and 4, that is, the combined result of the 

two experiments. The one- standard-deviation contour in Fig. 5 gives 

,X = 0.05 ±0.30, 
(25) 

y = -0.15±0.45, 

in excellent agreement with CP conservation. We see in Eq. (25) the 
. . 

e~pected vast improvement in the p.recision of the determination of x. 

If we constrain x to be zero, then the combined experiments 

give a result corresponding to (4): 
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y = - 0. 2 5 ± 0 .40 • ' (26) 

which in turn gives the ct?mbined result (at the two- standel.
1

rd-de~iation 

level) 

+-0/ +-0 r(K8 - 'fr 1T 1T. ) r(KL- 1T 1T 1T _) < 1.1, (27) 

that is, 

(28) 

It is a- pleasure to a<;knowledge the interest and support of Luis 

W. Alvarez. We also thank the 25-inch bubble chamber crew and our 

scanners and measurers for their excellent work. 

I 
•, I .. , I 

'{I j 
i 
! 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Contours of equal likelihood in the x-y plane, for this exper-

iment. The solid circle marks the likelihood peak and the contours 
.. • . 2 .. 

indicate relativelikelihood e-( 1/ 2)n; where n = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Fig. 2. Time distribution of the 53 events. The distributions predicted 

by GI> conserv,ation (x == y = 0) and our best fit (x = 0. 5, y = 0.8) are 

shown by the solid and b.roken cu.rves, respectively. 

Fig. 3. Geometrical efficiency function. 

Fig. 4. Likelihood contours for the 18 K
0 

events of Anderson et al. 

The contours have the same meaning as those in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 5 ... Combined likelihood contours for this experiment and that of 

Anderson et al. The contours have the same meaning as those in 

Fig. 1. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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